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Normalizing Trepidation and Anxiety

Christine Pedigo Bartholomew and Johanna Oreskovic

"The only way to avoid being miserable is not to have enough leisure to wonder whether you are happy or not." George Bernard Shaw
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I. INTRODUCTION

Law schools and law practice appear to be evolving in opposite directions. The law school experience is becoming less rigorous. The Socratic method is increasingly a thing of the past, replaced by more gentle, “humanistic” approaches to teaching. Students now select from a buffet of electives that include a number of “law and . . .” courses rather than primarily bar courses. In contrast, the practice of law has become more competitive, bottom-line driven, and hence, more rigorous. The divergent cultures of firms and legal education are only part of the story. Despite recent curricular changes designed in part to bridge the gap between legal
education and practice, many commentators believe young law graduates lack the requisite skills for practice.\(^3\) Perhaps more disturbingly, however, the data on law student satisfaction and well-being indicate that these recent curricular changes have done little to improve the quality of students’ law school experience. This discontent continues in young associates, many of whom leave practice after only a few years.\(^4\)

At first glance, the outlook for future associates appears little more than gloom and doom. However, interestingly, a subset of attorneys enjoys practice. Those lawyers who report career satisfaction list intellectual challenge as the most significant factor.\(^5\) In addition, some commentators contend attorneys continue in practice not because they are well-paid or enslaved by student loan debt but because they derive considerable satisfaction from the competitive challenges of law practice.\(^6\)

These results raise an interesting question: assuming some aspects of law school and law practice generate high levels of interest, engagement, and satisfaction, how can law professors nurture these qualities while also offering students strategies to cope with the more destructive and alienating characteristics of law school and practice? To answer this query, we build on Allison Martin and Kevin Rand’s scholarship on using hope theory in law education.\(^7\) Specifically, we attempt to show how legal writing professors can begin to lay a foundation for hope in the first year that

---

3. William R. Trail & Daniel D. Underwood, The Decline of Professional Legal Training and a Proposal for Its Revitalization in Professional Law School, 48 BAYLOR L. REV. 201, 222 (1996) (surveying the development of legal education; noting that law schools are becoming more like graduate schools with professors teaching to their own intellectual preferences, not to specific doctrinal content with the result, for example, that a course in contracts may be taught as a course in microeconomic theory; and concluding that “[t]he content of student’s legal education has simply not prepared [them] for the highly competitive practice of law”).

4. Patrick J. Schiltz, On Being a Happy, Healthy, and Ethical Member of an Unhappy, Unhealthy, and Unethical Profession, 52 VAND. L. REV. 871, 887 (1999) (discussing studies and surveys demonstrating that many young associates are interested in working elsewhere and that less than one percent were strongly committed to remaining at their firms for at least two years); see also id. at 928-29, 933.

5. Id. at 928-29, 933 (identifying the most fulfilling aspects of the profession for partners in large firms as the intellectual stimulation and challenging nature of the work (citing TASK FORCE ON PROFESSIONAL FULFILLMENT, BOSTON BAR ASS’N, REPORT OF THE BOSTON BAR ASS’N TASK FORCE ON PROFESSIONAL FULFILLMENT (2008))).

6. Id. at 905-06 (explaining the satisfaction some attorneys take from the competitive nature of law practice).

can ultimately translate into a more meaningful, satisfactory adjustment to practice.

In Section II, we explore the nature of and reasons for the gap between legal education and law firm practice. Then, in Section III, we demonstrate how this gap makes room for utilizing hope theory in legal research and writing pedagogy. Finally, Section IV provides a set of “best practices” for legal research and writing (LRW) courses aimed at increasing students' hope. These topics are handpicked from our own practice, as well as countless anecdotes from fellow practitioners. By recasting the hardships of private practice as new legal skills learned in part through LRW, students will find the transition into practice less traumatic.

We acknowledge up front that few of our proposals are radical or, for that matter, necessarily original. Many professors are likely already adopting some combination of or variation on these proposals. Our approach is, however, unique because we consider these best practices, collectively, as a means of normalizing some key aspects of legal practice while students are still in law school. Hence, it is not the practices themselves that are most significant. Rather, we demonstrate how the practices fit into two larger, interrelated goals: remedying some of the criticisms of legal education while simultaneously increasing our students' potential for success by arming them with transferable skills.

II. HOW A GAP BETWEEN LEGAL EDUCATION AND PRACTICE DEVELOPED

A. How Legal Education Has Become Less Practice-Orientated and, Arguably, Less Rigorous

Unlike other forms of professional education, the American law school is founded upon, and has perpetuated, a clear division between academia and practice. A quick survey of the history of legal education shows how the initial adoption of the case method approach created a gap between legal education and actual practice that continues today. While law schools are attempting to bridge this gap, the remedies may be too little, too late. Despite some significant curricular and cultural changes within American law schools, the data show students remain disenchanted and increasingly suffer depression and related ailments.
1. **Law Schools' Adoption of the Case Method Approach Distances Them From Practice**

Early American legal education relied heavily on practitioners to train young lawyers. However, by the mid-nineteenth century, legal education increasingly occurred more at university-affiliated law schools rather than through apprenticeships. University-based legal education primarily utilized the case method approach. By design, the case method approach deliberately segregates legal education from the development of professional skills. Christopher Langdell, architect of the case method approach, believed law was a science whose “truths” are revealed through rigorous application of the Socratic dialogue to particular appellate opinions.

Rhetoric, analysis of narrative, and study of the relationship between writer-advocate and audience had no place in Langdell’s legal universe. Nor, for that matter, did practitioners or legal practice. In Langdell’s words, “What qualifies a person . . . to teach law is not experience in the work of a lawyer’s office, not experience in dealing with men, not experience in the trial or argument of cases, not experience, in short in using law, but experi-

---

8. At its beginning, American legal education relied heavily on its relationship with legal practitioners. Even in its earliest form, legal education was modeled on learning by watching and doing. Donald B. King, *Old and New Models of Legal Education: Proposals for Change*, in *LEGAL EDUCATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY* 5 (Donald B. King ed., 1999). A true, traditional apprentice model was subsequently adopted. *Id.* Under this model, actual legal practice was the main focus, with potential attorneys drafting writs and discussing legal cases with their mentors. *Id.* at 5-6.

9. Universities did not begin to establish a monopoly over legal education until the mid-nineteenth century. *Id.* at 5-6. To compete with apprenticeships and proprietary law schools, universities began to offer their own legal training. *Id.* This training focused primarily on theory, history, and philosophy. Universities providing legal education continued to grow through the mid-twentieth century. *Id.* at 7.

10. See *id.* at 5-6 (describing the differences between apprenticeship and university based legal education). While apprenticeships focused primarily on practice skills, the case method approach used by universities focused on the study of cases as a science. *Id.*


   In 1873, Charles Eliot, then President of Harvard University, stated in his annual report for academic year 1873-74 that “[a] false analogy between medical education and legal education . . . has led many to believe that practitioners would make the best teachers of law.” Medicine, Eliot said, could be learned from the bodies of the sick and wounded; law, on the other hand, “is to be learned exclusively from books in which its principles and precedents are recorded, digested, and explained.” *Id.* (internal citations omitted).
ence in learning law.” Over time, the case method became—to greater or lesser degrees—the dominant means of educating future lawyers in American law schools. After the widespread adoption of the case method approach, “apprenticeships,” and therefore instruction in skills needed for legal practice, received relatively little attention in formal legal education.

2. Recent Changes in Legal Education Further Widened the Gulf Between Practice and Law School

The case-dialogue method was not without its critics. Some argued that “[a]s the legal academy sought to establish its academic credentials through the casebook method, it turned a cold shoulder on the profession it exists to perpetuate.” In part as a response to criticisms of the case method and in part as an effort to increase law students’ satisfaction with their legal education, the last thirty years have seen changes in legal education. First, the Socratic method is decreasingly used. This development may, in some ways, be regrettable. For instance, even though the case method approach divorced many of the skills needed for practice from studies in law school, the Socratic method arguably does prepare young students for the rigors of practice. The Socratic method helps students: (1) develop analytical skills; (2) think on their feet; (3) develop intellectual rigor; (4) learn about the legal

13. Id. at 121 (quoting Christopher C. Langdell, Teaching Law as a Science, 21 AM. L. REV. 123-24 (1887)); see also, e.g., George S. Grossman, Clinical Legal Education: History and Diagnosis, 26 J. LEGAL EDUC. 162, 164 (1973-74).

14. Yale, for example, was reluctant to adopt the case method approach. See, e.g., Mark Bartholomew, Legal Separation: The Relationship Between the Law School and the Central University in the Late Nineteenth Century, 53 J. LEGAL EDUC. 368, 386 (2003). However, as with any attempt to generalize history, over-generalizations are inherent. For example, while many have criticized the case method approach, others continue to tout its worth. In fact, the 2007 Carnegie Report takes great pains to highlight the worth of this approach. See William M. Sullivan et al., Educating Lawyers: Preparation for the Profession of Law 74-75 (2007) [hereinafter Carnegie Report] (contending the case-dialogue method works as a “potent form of learning-by-doing”).


16. Prior to the Socratic method, young lawyers learned primarily through the passive reading of cases and rules, with the occasional lecture discussing the rules. Cynthia G. Hawkins-León, The Socratic Method-Problem Dichotomy: The Debate Over Teaching Method Continues, 1998 BYU EDUC. & L.J. 1, 4-5 (1998). In contrast, the Socratic method uses directed questioning to develop students’ analytical skills. Instead of simply memorizing rules, students “were required to read cases, extrapolate significant rules and the court’s analysis, and articulate their understanding of the rules of laws and judges’ policy considerations.” Id. at 5.
process; and (5) learn about the lawyer’s role or function.\textsuperscript{17} Each of these tools is directly transferable from law school into legal practice. Despite its utility, however, the Socratic method increasingly has been displaced by more gentle, and thus potentially less rigorous, teaching methodologies.\textsuperscript{18} Students no longer wait tensely to see if they are on the hot seat for a given course. Instead, more students are given notice of when they are on call or can defer participation to another day if not prepared.\textsuperscript{19}

The slow decline of the Socratic method contributes to the gap between legal education and practice. As one law school dean explained, this change in pedagogical approach fostered students less prepared for the real world:

One of the major differences [a group of students] identified between the classroom and the law firm was the level of tolerance for weak analysis and incorrect conclusions. If, for example, a student failed to make a solid argument in class, a professor may still find it interesting for pedagogical reasons. In the law firm, however, wrong responses had real consequences; “interesting” had little place in a setting where “billable” was the barometer of performance.\textsuperscript{20}

Yet, the demise of the Socratic method is only one of many sources exacerbating the gap between legal education and practice. The list also includes the rise of “law and . . .” classes, law schools’ increasing reliance on student evaluations as part of the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{18} Increasingly, the Socratic method has become the scapegoat for the stress and alienation associated with law school. Michael Vitiello, Teaching Effective Oral Argument Skills: Forget About the Drama Coach, 75 MISS. L.J. 869, 894 (2006) (summarizing commentators’ attacks on the Socratic method). One often cited study chastised the Socratic method because it “alienates, oppresses, traumatizes, and silences women.” Id. (quoting Ronald Chester & Scott E. Alumbaugh, Functionalizing First-Year Legal Education: Toward a New Pedagogical Jurisprudence, 25 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 21, 24 (1991)). Others criticize the method from a less gender-orientated stance, contending it leads students to think legal arguments are more about what can be argued and less about what is actually right. Id.
\item \textsuperscript{19} See Vernellia R. Randall, The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, First Year Law Students and Performance, 26 CUMB L. REV. 63, 82 (1995) (suggesting professors give introverted students advanced notice of when they are on call, advanced notice of the questions for a discussion, or time to think about answering to improve their performance); Sarah E. Ricks, Some Strategies to Teach Reluctant Talkers to Talk about Law, 54 J. LEGAL EDUC. 570, 573-83 (2004) (discussing ways teachers can modify the Socratic method to encourage class participation).
\item \textsuperscript{20} Christine M. Szaj, Building Bridges and Connecting Dots: Easing the Transition from Law School to Law Practice, in LEGAL EDUCATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY, supra note 8, at 124.
\end{itemize}
tenure process (thus, unintentionally encouraging easier grading and spoon-feeding to help ensure better evaluations), generalized grade inflation, the increased hiring of professors with limited legal training, and the move in legal scholarship away from practice-orientated materials to more theoretical and interdisciplinary scholarship.


23. STEVENS, supra note 11, at 38 (stating that with the change to the case method approach came the need for the "academic lawyer ... who was appointed for his scholarly and teaching potential," rather than practice experience). Some law schools go so far as to view having practice experience as a detriment to one's chance of an academic placement. Trail & Underwood, supra note 3, at 211.

24. Amy B. Cohen, The Dangers of the Ivory Tower: The Obligations of Law Professors to Engage in the Practice of Law, 50 LOY. L. REV. 623, 631 (2004). In the 1980s and 1990s, legal scholarship and the curriculum for some of the more selective law schools moved further away from the needs of practice by focusing more on theoretical and interdisciplinary scholarship. Id. As one commentator explains:

This theoretical scholarship tends to fall within one of two categories. "The first kind is not directly prescriptive: it does not address a problem that some practitioner or governmental decision maker must resolve. The second kind of impractical scholarship is directly prescriptive, but wholly theoretical: it prescribes a decision but ignores the applicable sources of law."


Each of these subjects is worthy of lengthy discussion and could result in law review articles by themselves. But, as just one example, consider the changes in legal education when it comes to electives. Electives were originally added to curriculums to address emerging areas of law. For example, electives in the 1920s and 1930s included topics like tax or administrative law. See id. at 215-16. In contrast, current curricular design sees law school electives' focus on interdisciplinary topics, such as law and literature or law and films. Admittedly, the study of such subjects could increase a lawyer's analytical aptitudes. See id. However, such classes also often supplant classes with more direct application to practice. See id. at 216 ("While examination of other disciplines and other forms of analysis can be useful to the development of a lawyer, adding these new electives and persons qualified to teach them consumes resources that otherwise be available for instruction more directly relevant to new lawyers.").
Some critics contend that these changes have created an increasingly “soft” law school environment. While this label is debatable, this perceived softness does add to the overall impression that law school and legal practice are divergent, leaving a gap where young graduates are not prepared for the harsh rigors of legal practice.

3. Studies Confirm the Perceived Gap Between Legal Education and Practice

Unlike the more subjective evaluation of whether law school has gotten “too easy,” the gap between practice and legal education is well-documented. In the late 1970s, the cry for legal education reform received increased legitimacy from the Cramton Report, which denounced the disconnect between legal education and legal practice. The push toward reform continued with the MacCrate Report in 1992. In response to the MacCrate Report, the ABA changed its accreditation policy, adding a requirement that law schools not only prepare graduates for admission to the bar but also “prepare them to participate effectively in the legal profession.”

25. For a thorough summary of the evolution of legal education as contrasted to legal practice, see generally Lloyd, supra note 1. Legal education is not isolated in its move towards a more gentle and, hence, more watered-down approach. Murray Sperber, How Undergraduate Education Became College Lite—and a Personal Apology, in DECLINING BY DEGREES: HIGHER EDUCATION AT RISK 138 (Richard H. Hersh & John Merrow eds., 2005) (“A non-aggression pact exists between many faculty members and students: Because the former believe that they must spend most of their time doing research, and the latter often prefer to pass their time having fun, a mutual non-aggression pact occurs with each side agreeing not to impinge on the other. The glue that keeps the pact intact is grade inflation.”).


27. See SECTION OF LEGAL EDUC. & ADMISSION TO THE BAR, AM. BAR ASS’N, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE ON LAW SCHOOLS AND THE PROFESSION: NARROWING THE GAP (1992), available at http://www.abanet.org/legaled/publications/onlinepubs/maccrate.html. “One of the problems that continually has been raised is how to bridge the gap between law schools and education and practice. This was the subject of the Cramton Report produced in the late 1970s and again the subject of the much more recent MacCrate Report.” King, supra note 8, at 9.

28. See Robert MacCrate, Legal Education and Conduct: Selected Observations, in LEGAL EDUCATION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY, supra note 8, at 135 (“On the motion of several state bar associations, the ABA House of Delegates in August 1993 adopted a change, recommended by the task force, in the accreditation standard regarding a law school’s education program to clarify the reference to qualifying ‘graduates for admission to the bar’ by adding: ‘and to prepare them to participate effectively in the legal profession.’”).
The 2007 *Carnegie Report* evaluated whether the problems in legal education identified thirty years earlier had been remedied. Unlike the *MacCrate Report*, the *Carnegie Report* directly evaluated the case-method approach. The report, in part, praised the case method approach and concluded that law schools are successful in teaching first year students legal analysis skills. However, the report went on to find that the emphasis on analytical thinking, taught primarily through the case method approach, had unintended consequences: the case method approach over-simplified factual and legal issues. Combining this deficiency with legal education's limited emphasis on practice "prolong[ed] and reinforce[d] the habits of thinking like a student rather than an apprentice practitioner, [and] convey[ed] the impression that lawyers are more like competitive scholars than attorneys engaged with the problems of clients."[30]

Legal education is moving to correct these problems. But, law schools are inherently slow at implementing change.[31] Nonetheless, the law school curriculum now contains a number of practical, skills-based courses designed to bridge the gulf between instruction in legal principles of law and skills needed to practice law. Law schools have expanded clinical programs, increased first-year and upper-level legal research and writing courses, trial or advocacy skills programs, and courses in appellate advocacy. But, these effects alone are insufficient in developing the requisite skills. Hence, for now, the gap between law school and legal practice is the reality.

4. *Recent Curricular Changes Have Minimal Effect on Law Students' Satisfaction or Well-Being*

A lack of practical skills accounts for only a portion of law students' problems. Despite the recent changes in the traditional law school curriculum, student satisfaction with law school remains low. Although students enter law school with high levels of enthusiasm, law students' levels of subjective well-being plunge substantially within the first several months of law school and do not

---


31. See GREGORY S. MUNRO, OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT FOR LAW SCHOOLS 84 (2000).
rebound before graduation. Further, law students experience levels of depression, anxiety, alcohol consumption, drug use, and stress far in excess of other graduate students. One study reports that forty-four percent of law students meet the criteria for clinically significant levels of psychological distress. Another contends twenty to forty percent of law students suffer from clinical depression by the time they graduate. The data also indicates that the law school experience results in a shift away from intrinsic values to extrinsic, competitive, and success-driven goals.

High rates of student dissatisfaction and alienation appear independent of law school or teaching method. Some commentators identify the process of teaching students to "think like lawyers" as the main culprit. Others contend additional factors con-


33. Todd David Peterson & Elizabeth Waters Peterson, Stemming the Tide of Law Student Depression: What Law Schools Need to Learn from the Science of Positive Psychology, 9 YALE J. HEALTH POLICY L. & ETHICS 357, 358-59 (2009); see also Ruth Ann McKinney, Depression and Anxiety in Law Students: Are We Part of the Problem and Can We Be Part of the Solution, 8 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 229, 229-30 (2002) (discussing study finding that forty percent of law school students may experience depression or other symptoms as a result of their law school experience and that "self reports of anxiety and depression are significantly higher among law students than either the general population or medical students") (quoting Matthew M. Dammeyer & Narina Nunex, Anxiety and Depression Among Law Students: Current Knowledge and Future Directions, 23 L. & HUMAN BEHAV. 357, 358-59 (2009)).

34. Peterson & Peterson, supra note 33, at 359.


37. In a study conducted under the auspices of the American Bar Foundation, legal anthropologist Elizabeth Mertz analyzed and recorded the language of full-semester contracts classes at eight diverse law schools. The classes included not only demographically diverse teachers, but also, tellingly, teaching styles ranging from Socratic method to open discussion. Mertz found that irrespective of school, teacher, or teaching style, the traditional law classroom had strongly dehumanizing effects. According to Mertz, the process of training students to "think like lawyers," was the main source of the problems. ELIZABETH MERTZ, THE LANGUAGE OF LAW SCHOOL: LEARNING TO "THINK LIKE A LAWYER" 9, 94-96 (2007).

38. Specifically, Mertz hypothesized that "thinking like a lawyer" requires students to discount the human context of events unless specifically relevant to the legal issue under discussion and then only by filtering human concerns through legal constructs. Students are then taught to parse legal authority, frame strategic arguments, and argue both sides of an issue—a process, which she contends, encourages and promotes an instrumental amoral mindset. Law schools, thus, erase key aspects of the social experience and to reshape thinking in much the same was as early schooling socializes a child. In the legal
tribute to student unhappiness. First, the increasing acceptance of external yardsticks to weed and categorize students negatively impacts students' well-being. Despite the relative homogeneity of students at any given school, forced curves and class ranks artificially sort students who do not differ markedly from one another, thus teaching students that their success comes only at the expense of others.

Second, some argue that discontent results from the infantilizing nature of legal education. Students who had enjoyed the freedom to select their own course of study as undergraduates are faced with increasing numbers of required courses, particularly in the first year. Similarly, despite some changes in techniques for evaluation, in too many cases, a semester's grade continues to "turn on the role of the dice in a closed book exam." Thus, although the data suggests that law schools may be becoming softer places, these changes and curricular modifications appear to have had virtually no impact on law student satisfaction, levels of intrinsic motivation, or mental health. Hence, students leave law school not fully prepared to practice law and in far worse emotional condition than other professional students.

classroom, however, the yardstick for success is winning, and students increasingly accept winning as the only legitimate goal. Id. at 106, 126-27.

39. See John Henry Schlegel, A Damn Hard Thing to Do, 60 VAND. L. REV. 371, 376 (2007) (noting that the LSAT and U.S. News rankings have combined to make student ability more uniform within each school); John Henry Schlegel, Eighteen or Thirty, But not Twenty-Two, 43 HARV. C.R.-C.L. REV. 629, 630 (2008) [hereinafter Eighteen or Thirty].

40. See Emily Zimmerman, An Interdisciplinary Framework for Cultivating Law Student Enthusiasm, 58 DEPAUL L. REV. 851, 897 (2009) (noting that curved grading has been criticized for demoralizing students and fostering competition among them); McKinney, supra note 33, at 230 (discussing studies that attribute law students' dissatisfaction to reliance on class rank as an evaluation and hiring tool).

41. See Eighteen or Thirty, supra note 39, at 630 (comparing the contemporary law school to middle school).

42. Id.; see also Peggy Cooper Davis & Elizabeth Ehrenfest Steinglass, A Dialogue About Socratic Teaching, 23 N.Y.U. REV. L. & SOC. CHANGE 249, 272 (1997) (noting the highly stressful nature of one final examination as the sole determinant of a student’s grade).

43. Intrinsic motivation is the “propensity of an organism to seek out novelty and challenges and exercise one’s capabilities, to explore and to learn.” Richard M. Ryan & Edward L. Deci, Self-Determination Theory and the Facilitation of Intrinsic Motivation, Social Development and Well-Being, 55 AM. PSYCHOL. 68, 70 (2000).

44. See supra Part I.A.3.

45. See McKinney, supra, note 33, at 229-30.
B. The “Culture” of the Practice of Law Has Become More Competitive, Individualistic, and Bottom-Line Oriented

1. The History of Law Firm Culture

Legal education is not the only part of law undergoing change. Over the past thirty years, the large corporate law firm, often considered the prototype for law practice, has undergone extreme, jarring, and, many believe, profoundly negative cultural changes.

During the “golden age” of large firm practice, from 1920 to 1960, lawyers saw themselves as learned professionals who maintained a statesman-like disengagement from the competitive and crass behavior of the marketplace. A number of unspoken rules, many of which ultimately rested on conceptions of proper gentlemanly conduct, governed how lawyers perceived themselves and did business. Firms maintained a stable portfolio of business because clients rarely changed law firms. In fact, respectable attorneys refrained from wooing clients away from other firms. Instead, the practice of law focused on the cultivation of personal relationships between the firm and its clients. In turn, corporate clients paid relatively little attention to billing issues, focusing more on attorneys’ competency in doing the job correctly.

Attorneys considered it boorish to be concerned with “efficiency, productivity, marketing and competition.” Advertising—even in the form of business cards—was seen as unethical and unseemly. As late as the 1960s and 1970s, it would have been in unthinkable bad taste for an attorney to discuss income, clients, or fees. In fact, many attorneys did not have set charges for the hours billed.

46. See Mary Ann Glendon, A Nation Under Lawyers 33-37 (1994) (identifying the period between 1920 and 1960 as a period of superior virtue in the legal profession).
47. Lloyd, supra note 1, at 676.
48. Id.; see also Robert W. Hillman, Professional Partnerships, Competition, and the Evolution of Firm Culture: The Case of Law Firms, 26 J. Corp. L. 1061, 1063 (2001) (discussing the ABA’s 1961 declaration that a firm’s anti-competition covenant in employment agreement with associates was improper because it was not needed due to the fact that “[l]eaving a firm and taking its clients, in short, was improper professional conduct”).
49. Lloyd, supra note 1, at 675.
50. Id.
51. Id. at 674 n.38 (quoting Mark Stevens, Power of Attorney: The Rise of the Giant Law Firms 9 (1987)).
52. See Paul Hoffman, Lions in the Street 71-72 (1973).
53. Schlitz, supra note 4, at 914.
54. See Lloyd, supra note 1, at 676 n.49. Lloyd cites James B. Stewart, The Partners: Inside America’s Most Powerful Law Firms 376-77 (1983), for the proposi-
This sense of stability, decency, and unspoken loyalty also applied to relationships within the firm.\(^{55}\) Attorneys shared a real sense of camaraderie and solidarity when their partners faced difficult personal or medical situations.\(^{56}\) Associates entered firms with the expectation that if they worked hard and demonstrated loyalty to the firm, they would be made partners.\(^{57}\) Senior attorneys could also devote more time to training associates because they could write off this time or bundle it into bills that clients rarely questioned.\(^{58}\) Thus, after an initial six- or seven-year training period, young attorneys could look forward to virtual lifetime security.\(^{59}\) Indeed, it was considered a poor reflection on a lawyer's character to change firms. Workloads, as well, were relatively light.\(^{60}\)

2. Law Firm Culture Began to Change Radically in the 1980s

Although some commentators question whether a "golden age" of practice ever actually existed,\(^{61}\) it is undeniable that the practice of law has changed radically over the course of the last thirty years. Law firms are no longer pristine, civilized bastions of generation that "large law firms of the time [set] billing rate by fiat, as opposed to the way they are set in competitive markets." \(^{55}\) See, e.g., id. at 675 n.42. Lloyd cites HOFFMAN, supra note 52, at 60, for the idea that "many large firms did not have written partnership agreements because partners trusted each other."


57. Lloyd, supra note 1, at 675; see also Fitzpatrick, supra note 56, at 463 (discussing fluidity in law firms and remarking that one of the biggest changes in the last third of the century is the loss of loyalty and family in law firms).

58. Schlitz, supra note 4, at 926-28.


60. In the 1970's, for example, most lawyers could expect to bill only between 1200 and 1500 hours per year. Schlitz, supra note 4, at 891. Today, virtually all members of large firms bill in excess of 2,000 per year. Id. at 892-93. For a more detailed discussion of billable hours requirements in contemporary law practice, see infra notes 73-79 and accompanying text.

61. See, e.g., Marc Galanter, Lawyers in the Mist: The Golden Age of Legal Nostalgia, 100 DICK. L. REV. 549, 555 (1996) (critiquing Mary Ann Glendon's conception of a golden age of law firm practice articulated in A NATION UNDER LAWYERS, supra note 46, as an "essentialist argument, well-suited to produce vivid contrasts and to suppress continuities"). Galanter goes on to note that these essentialist views of law as a civil, gentlemanly profession neglect to account for "golden age" concerns about the commercialism of law practice. See id. at 551-52, 556.
tlemannly behavior; they have become businesses. The practice of law has become highly competitive, driven by an "eat what you kill" compensation system.\textsuperscript{62} Although the reasons for this transformation are not entirely clear, generally speaking, a more competitive, bottom-line oriented business environment is thought to have forced change upon the legal profession.\textsuperscript{63}

The changes reflect a "hardening" of law firm culture.\textsuperscript{64} More entrepreneurial lawyers began to compete for clients.\textsuperscript{65} In the increasingly competitive legal marketplace, productivity was measured in terms of "billable hours." Emphasis on billable hours led to other, more sweeping changes in law firm culture. Mentoring of new associates often became too costly to justify.\textsuperscript{66} Instead, associates were expected to pay for themselves from the time of hire.\textsuperscript{67} Thus, firms expected young attorneys to enter the firm (and implicitly to leave law school with) the knowledge and skill to handle their work loads with minimal supervision or feedback.

In fact, junior associates, particularly at large, bottom-line-driven firms receive very little mentoring or feedback,\textsuperscript{68} have virtually no client contacts or exposure, and—at least in the first years of practice—focus almost exclusively on library-based research and writing projects or drafting and responding to discovery demands.\textsuperscript{69} They rarely have the opportunity to sit in on depositions to learn from more experienced attorneys.\textsuperscript{70} They do not

\textsuperscript{62} GLENDON, supra note 46, at 24.
\textsuperscript{63} See Lloyd, supra note 1, at 675-76.
\textsuperscript{64} Id. at 674-76 (noting that law practice in the middle of the twentieth century was relatively soft and then detailing the process by which the practice of law became "harder").
\textsuperscript{65} Id. at 676; see also Hillman, supra note 48, at 1065-66 (noting that in the 1980s law firms interested in rapidly building their business began to recruit attorneys with established "books of business" and that firms solicited attorneys and sometimes entire practice groups).
\textsuperscript{66} See, e.g., Schlitz, supra note 4, at 927-28 (describing reasons for decline in mentoring and relating this development to the pressures of billing hours). "The 'training and development' promised by big firms is, as I have explained, largely illusory." Id. at 934.
\textsuperscript{67} Id. at 937.
\textsuperscript{69} Schlitz, supra note 4, at 927.
\textsuperscript{70} See Hillman, supra note 48, at 1077 (noting that law firms abandoned practice of having associates sit in on meetings, witness depositions, and observe skilled lawyers because these training activities were too costly).
participate in mediations or negotiations. And they almost never go to trial.\footnote{Schlitz, supra note 4, at 928; cf. Task Force Report, supra note 68, at 782-83 ("In the pressure to meet tight time lines or keep billable hours within budget, partners ... tend to exclude junior associates form key discussions, making them feel as though they are not part of the team.").}

Competition among law firms has also had perverse and dramatic effects on attorney workload. The pressure to recruit the best legal talent has resulted in firms engaging in bidding wars for top students.\footnote{Id. at 901.} One consequence of these wars is an increase in salaries across the board.\footnote{See id. at 902-03 (explaining the relationship between increased salaries and need to increase billable hours). As one commentator explains the demands placed on firms to keep growing by generating more billable hours:

A firm of 500 lawyers will have another 450 employees on its support staff. There are immense pressures to keep growing. Law firms work on the Marxist theory of surplus value, transferring earnings from the bottom of the enterprise to the top. A young associate will bill 2000 hours, which will bring in $200,000 of gross revenue to the firm. That associate's salary might be $60-70,000 a year. A partner could bill 1,500 hours a year, bringing in $300,000 plus to the firm; the salary of many senior partners will exceed that amount. One immutable law is that all of us keep getting older—and more senior. As that process goes on, one expects to make more money. The only way more money can come to a firm, barring rate increases which have strong limitations, is to have a larger pool of people below helping to finance a richer salary structure for those above.

Fitzpatrick, supra note 56, at 464.} But to offset the costs of higher salaries, firms are forced to bill more hours, with the result that everyone—with perhaps the exception of senior partners—works more hours.\footnote{Schlitz, supra note 4, at 898-99; see also Peter H. Huang & Rick Swedloff, Authentic Happiness & Meaning at Law Firms, 58 Syr. L. Rev. 335, 337-38 (2008). Huang and Swedloff note that in order to reduce dissatisfaction, law firms have resorted to providing attorneys with increased financial incentives. Huang & Swedloff, supra, at 337. However, in their opinion, this approach "ignores both non-financial incentives and the quality or nature of work that people do." Id. at 338. The authors argue that "[l]aw firms would do well to consider people's intrinsic, non-financial motives for work, such as engagement, identity, meaning, self-signaling, and self-validation." Id.}

In short, as one commentator puts it, "Basically, what happens is that big law firms “buy associates' time wholesale and sell it retail.”\footnote{Id. at 338.} The result has been a dramatic increase in the hours all large firm attorneys, but particularly associates, normally work.\footnote{See id. at 902-03 (explaining the relationship between increased salaries and need to increase billable hours).} In the 1970's, attorneys in large firms normally billed between 1200 and 1500 hours per year; by the 1990's the number had risen to 2000 to 2200.\footnote{Schlitz, supra note 4, at 898-900.}

Although a 2000 hour billable requirement translates into 40 hours of billable time per week, large chunks of an attorney's time...
simply cannot be billed. For instance, as part of the change in law firm culture, associates frequently are evaluated on their ability to attract new business. Often, these contacts are made and cultivated as a result of membership on boards and other community organizations. But investing this time in cultivating possible business is not billable. In addition, time spent attending to the myriad of other personal and familial obligations (like doctor’s appointments or car repairs) with which an attorney must deal during the business day cannot be billed. The result is that a 2000 hour quota virtually necessitates working many nights and weekends.

The burden to bill ever more hours also places associates under significant ethical pressure. To meet monthly billing quotas, the temptation to inflate hours billed becomes increasingly strong. Once the first step down the path of an inflated time sheet is made, it becomes easier to justify further “enhancements” to time sheets.

In addition, the once relatively secure track from associate to partner has given way to an “up or out culture” in which very few associates—only an estimated ten percent of associates at large firms—can expect to be made a partner. Associates who do not make partner are simply fired. An associate today can expect to make at least three to four job changes over the course of her career, with talented lawyers treated like athletic free agents who sell their services to the highest bidder.

Under these conditions, it is not surprising that associates whose research, writing, or analytical skills lag behind their peers often do not survive for more than a few years in a large law firm. Nor can a young associate expect any meaningful feedback, guidance, or mentoring. If the work product is sub-standard, the associate, quite simply, will find herself unemployed.

78. See Schlitz, supra note 4, at 894-95.
79. Id. at 895.
80. Id.
81. Id. at 915-20 (describing pressure to bill unethically).
82. Id. at 918-19.
83. See Gilson & Mnookin, supra note 59, at 571 (explaining that attorneys who will not make partner are let go at the end of their seven-year audition).
85. Id.
86. Fitzpatrick, supra note 56, at 463.
3. Small Firms and Solo Practitioners Also Suffer from the Gap Between Legal Education and Practice

Although the large corporate law firm continues to be the prototype for legal practice and a promised land that many law students ultimately aspire to inhabit, an estimated one-third of law school graduates enter small firm or solo practice. In a small firm or solo practice setting, attorneys must hit the ground running and are often responsible for an entire case or trial within months of graduation from law school. The gap between legal education and legal practice is particularly salient in this context since a young associate’s lack of practice skill will be evident much sooner than in a large firm.

4. The Change in Law Firm Culture Has Resulted in Dramatic Decreases in Attorney Well-Being and Job Satisfaction

The lack of well-being evidenced in law students continues into practice. Legal employment, particularly as an associate, exacts a heavy toll on physical and psychological health, personal development, and job satisfaction. A study performed in 1990 by researchers at the Johns Hopkins University demonstrated that of 104 occupations surveyed, lawyers topped the list for major depressive disorders. Another study of depression rates of lawyers in Washington and Arizona revealed that the base rate for major affective disorders, including depression, among male attorneys

---

87. Positions at large law firms are generally available only to the top students in a given law school class; in addition, the overwhelming majority of law students want to be within the top ten percent of their law school classes. See Lawrence S. Krieger, What We're Not Telling Law Students—and Lawyers—that They Really Need to Know: Some Thoughts in Action Toward Revitalizing the Profession from Its Roots, 13 J.L. & HEALTH 1, 11 (1999) (noting that when the author asked the entire first year class at his law school who wanted to be in the top ten percent of the class, ninety percent of the class responded affirmatively). Krieger argues that falling within the top ten percent is perceived as more of a need than a want; the result is that the overwhelming majority of law students are destined to see themselves as failures. Id.

88. Trail & Underwood, supra note 3, at 224.

89. See Martin E.P. Seligman et al., Why Lawyers are Unhappy, 23 CARDozo L. REV. 33, 37 (2008) (“In addition to being disenchanted, lawyers are in remarkably poor health. They are at much great risk than the general population for depression, heart disease, alcoholism, and other drug use.”).

90. See Schiltz, supra note 4, at 874 (discussing 1990 study conducted by researchers at Johns Hopkins University finding that as an occupational group, lawyers had among the highest rates of major depressive disorder (MDD) and, in fact, were significantly more likely to suffer from MDD than non-lawyers who “shared their sociodemographic traits”).
The suicide rate for white male lawyers may be twice as high as the rate for non-attorneys. Other studies indicate lawyers suffer from anxiety, alcohol, and other substance abuse problems at levels far higher than the general population. A study of North Carolina lawyers found twenty-five percent had experienced symptoms of extreme anxiety at least three times per month in the past year. Attorney rates for obsessive-compulsive disorder and generalized anxiety disorder were also significantly elevated compared to the general population. Similarly, divorce rates among lawyers are higher than average.

Lawyers also appear to suffer from physical problems, particularly ulcers, coronary artery disease, and hypertension, at greater than average rates. Equally disturbingly, a study of female graduates of the University of California at Davis between 1968 and 1985 found that for pregnant attorneys who worked more than forty-five hours per week (a relatively low number of hours for a large firm attorney), miscarriage was three times more likely than for women who worked thirty-five hours or less.

Attorney job satisfaction also declined precipitously between the 1980s and the 1990s. One study found that in 1984, forty percent of lawyers were "very satisfied" with their work; by 1990, the number had dropped to twenty-nine percent and by 1995, only about one in five or twenty percent of lawyers reported being "very satisfied." Among new attorneys, the 1995 data indicated that twenty-seven percent were somewhat or very dissatisfied with their legal careers and almost one-third reported that they would

91. See Schlitz, supra note 4, at 875 (finding that among the general population, 8.5 percent of males and 14.1 percent for females scored higher than the clinical cut off for major depression; among lawyers, the rates were 21 percent for males and 16 percent for females).
92. Id. at 880.
93. See Kreiger, supra note 87, at 3-4 (citing studies); Connie J.A. Beck et al., Lawyer Distress: Alcohol-Related Problems and Other Psychological Concerns Among a Sample of Practicing Lawyers, 10 J.L. & HEALTH 1, 2 (1995).
94. See Schlitz, supra note 4, at 876 (describing the study).
95. See id. (summarizing results of Washington study finding that the base rate in the general population for obsessive-compulsiveness was 1.4 to 2 percent, and that among lawyers nearly 21 percent of males and 15 percent of females scored above the clinical cut off; the study found similar results for generalized anxiety disorder: the base rate within the general population is 4 percent but climbs to 30 percent among male and 20 percent among female lawyers).
97. Schlitz, supra note 4, at 880.
98. Id.
strongly consider leaving their current position during the next year.\textsuperscript{99} Studies also show that many lawyers are unhappy with their career choice and report that if they had to choose a profession again, only about half would choose law.\textsuperscript{100}

The practice of law, therefore, has become increasingly competitive, offers less mentoring, and, some would argue, contributes to the decreased well-being of young graduates. Yet, this development is occurring at precisely the time law schools are striving to make the law school experience less brutalizing, more interesting for law students, and more closely related to practice. On the one hand, therefore, law school and practice appear to be moving in opposite directions, with law schools generally becoming “softer” while practice becomes “harder.” On the other hand, however, changes within the law school culture do not appear to have altered the downward trajectory of dissatisfaction and unhappiness that begins in law school and continues in practice. While a thorough analysis of this apparent paradox is beyond the scope of this paper, the next section of this paper examines how hope theory might apply in the LRW classroom both to narrow the gap between law school and practice, and to immunize law students against the many stressors they will experience in law school and in practice.

III. THE GAP BETWEEN LAW SCHOOL AND LEGAL EDUCATION MAKES ROOM FOR HOPE THEORY

While it would be easy enough to bemoan the worrisome state of legal education and practice, the focus of this article is on what to do given these realities. Hope theory offers a promising framework to analyze how to achieve the dual goals of educating students for the demands of law school while simultaneously preparing them for their future practice. Further, trust, an inherent precept to hope theory, ties directly to the role of LRW teacher and student.\textsuperscript{101}

\textsuperscript{99} Id. at 884.
\textsuperscript{100} One of the principle hypothesized reasons for dissatisfaction is the low decisional latitude and high pressure that associate at large firms experience. Associates do not control their own workload or workflow and thus have little control over the work that they do or when they do it. \textit{See} Seligman, \textit{supra} note 89, at 41-42.
A. The Basic Tenets of Hope Theory

Hope theory is part of the larger movement in contemporary psychology known as “positive psychology.” Unlike other theoretical and clinical perspectives, positive psychology does not focus on pathology and dysfunction but rather on conditions that enable psychologically normal individuals to flourish. However, unlike some of its positive psychology counterparts, hope theory sees cognitive development as the path to fulfillment and emotional welfare. Hope theory focuses on developing three cognitive strategies for building hope: goals, pathways thinking, and agentic thinking. As Martin and Rand explain these components:

Goals are “the endpoints or anchors.” They represent mental targets that guide human behaviors. Pathways thinking is a person’s perceived ability to produce ways to reach a goal. In other words, pathways thinking involves the ability to create strategies to reach a goal. The more strategies a person can generate, the stronger that person’s pathways thinking is. Agentic thinking is “the motivational component to propel people along their imagined routes to goals.” It relates to “willpower” or determination.

Hope theorists postulate that more hopeful attitudes should “decrease the probability of subsequent negative life events and increase positive life events as the client begins to experience more success in attaining goals.” In keeping with this primarily cognitive orientation and in contrast to other positive psychology theories such as self-efficacy and optimism that do not directly focus on goal-directed planning, goal setting is a central component of increasing hope. But having goals alone does not necessarily translate into any specific behavior. Instead, as people view themselves as capable of implementing action to pursue a goal,
hope increases. Hence, hope theory is more akin to a "learned thinking pattern." Further, one can have a high level of hope without necessarily achieving her goals.

B. The Intersection of Hope Theory and Trust

Inherent in hope theory is the idea of trust. In the therapeutic context, to learn to think hopefully, the therapist and client must enter into a "goal-corrected partnership." For this partnership to occur, however, the client must come to trust the therapist and, in effect, develop the equivalent of a child's secure attachment to a caregiver. Where such secure attachments exist, the child learns hope because the caregiver is consistent, predictable, and reliable. This attachment helps the child develop a sense of trust that the world is a safe place, others can be counted on to act in a reasonable manner, and the individual herself is capable of functioning effectively in the world. Snyder and his colleagues suggest that children can learn hope from teachers in a similar manner. Trust, then, is a significant component of the process by which LRW professors can begin to infuse hope theory into their teaching.

C. How Hope Theory Is Particularly Well Suited to the Unique Nature of Legal Research Writing Teaching

LRW plays an important interstitial role in legal education, making it particularly well-suited to hope theory. As part of the academic legal world, LRW is well-positioned not only to bridge the gap between law school and law practice but also to begin building the cognitive strengths and flexibilities needed for both.

108. Snyder et al., supra note 104, at 821.
109. Shorey et al., supra note 101, at 323.
110. Snyder et al., supra note 104, at 821.
111. See Shorey et al., supra note 101, at 323 ("Although trust is not explicitly stated in the operational definition of hope, from the beginning it has been part of the theoretical model, as have positive support perceptions." (citations omitted)).
112. Id. at 323.
113. Id. ("Snyder proposed that hope develops in the context of a secure and supportive care-giver in which children are taught to think and act hopefully.").
116. Snyder et al., supra note 114, at 131.
Further, since most law schools offer LRW as part of the first year curriculum, LRW professors can reach students during the key time before students' levels of well-being first decline. In addition, first year students are experiencing a radical change in the way they think and analyze—a change for which their previous educational experiences have not prepared them. Rather than force students first to acclimate to legal education and then—three short years later—go through a second, more extreme acclimation, professors can treat LRW as more of a legal writing simulation geared primarily towards practice.

Cast in terms of hope theory, we do not muddle students' goal setting by detaching law school goals from professional end goals. Instead, we tether the two. Then, with these common goals in mind, LRW can help students generate pathways thinking that translates to both environments. In essence, by using the hope theory to focus the goals of the course, LRW can help normalize the inherent challenges of legal practice well before graduation.

Further, we believe the hope-engendering nature of the caregiver-child relationship is analogous to the LRW professor-student relationship. LRW is characterized by small classes that enable professors to get to know their students well. Evaluation requires extensive one-on-one interaction between the professor and student. Indeed, the LRW class is virtually the only venue where first-year law students can expect immediate or direct feedback on their work.

The LRW instructor thus plays a critical role in introducing students to the radically new ways of thinking they learn in law school. Moreover, we ask students to produce materials based on these new understandings almost immediately. We also play a critical role in translating the content of the students' doctrinal


118. See, e.g., Huang & Swedloff, supra note 73, at 346 (encouraging law professors to focus more heavily on teaching practice-related skills as a means to promoting greater satisfaction among law students and, ultimately, practitioners).

119. See supra notes 114-16 and accompanying text.

120. See McKinney, supra note 33, at 246 (noting the LRW professors are in the “enviable position of being able to teach in small classrooms”).

121. Id. (discussing how LRW professors can have “significant one-on-one student contact . . . give multiple assignments, many with rewrites, and control the grading environment”).
classes into actual legal documents. Understandably, then, despite its value in relating the first-year curriculum to the demands of practice, the LRW class can be a source of great stress for the students and the LRW professor, who is the focal point of the students' distress and confusion.

All of these factors change the LRW professor's role from an individual who dispenses information and grades a final product, to a mentor who guides a student through the radical changes involved with learning how to conduct and communicate legal analysis.\(^2\) This, in essence, creates a goal-corrected partnership akin to that discussed in hope theory between a caregiver and child: \(^1\) LRW instructors introduce the skills, define the goals, and help students implement the pathways to reach those goals. For this process to work effectively, though, the student must develop a sense of trust that the instructor is a capable guide, and recognize that while the professor will be the final arbiter for the grade, she is an ally in the process along the way. Once this sense of trust is established, the LRW instructor can then begin to teach the pathways that will help to bridge the gap between law school and practice.

### IV. INCREASING HOPE THROUGH LRW BEST PRACTICES

Incorporating hope theory and the special trust role of LRW professors, we have identified five "best practices" for LRW courses: (1) teaching the importance of feedback as constructive criticism; (2) creating comfort with ambiguity and malleability; (3) determining where to start a project; (4) determining where and when to stop; and (5) coping successfully with timelines.

These best practices serve multiple purposes. First, they help students create goals that are realistic not just for law school, but also for legal practice. Second, by working backwards from these goals, students are empowered with the requisite skills to help achieve these goals. Third, by learning these skills in the first year rather than in the sink or swim environment of the first few

---

122. See, e.g., id. at 247. McKinney states that LRW instructors can play essentially the role of a mentor by "drawing logical connections between . . . [students'] past intellectual successes" and the challenges of law school, in effect using past success as the fuel of future success. Id.

123. See Shorey et al., supra note 101, at 323.
years of legal practice, we aim to reduce some of the stressors for junior associates.124

Admittedly, some hedging is needed. Neither author is a psychologist nor has either had any training in the field. We also acknowledge that hope theory is still a new area of study, with limited empirical data.125 Our intent is solely to use hope theory as a framework for discussing curricular redesign and outcome goals. Additionally, the LRW course cannot teach all of the skills needed to practice in the course of a single year: a portion of the class must be devoted to building a common foundation of basic skills, like case reading and briefing. As a result, a portion of the course curriculum must remain devoted to building this foundation, thus limiting the amount of time any educator can spend on reaching the end goals needed for practice.

A. Best Practice #1: Teaching the Importance of Feedback as Constructive Criticism

Our first “best practice” focuses specifically on ways in which LRW professors can develop the trust needed to create a goal-corrected partnership with their students. The end goal of this process is for LRW professors to help students be open to, and understand the importance of receiving and incorporating constructive criticism.

Law students and novice attorneys, quite understandably, often are reluctant to seek help or accept criticism.126 They perceive criticism as a negative personal evaluation rather than an oppor-

124. See generally CARNEGIE REPORT, supra note 14, at 108-11. Certainly, no single set of proposals will operate as a cure-all, but these proposals are a least a step in the right direction. Once the strangeness of law firms is accepted as the norm, the sooner the goals of practice become the goals of legal research and writing. This approach also helps LRW directly remedy some of the deficiencies identified by the recent Carnegie Report and its predecessors.

125. For example, our research turned up only one study directly testing whether hope predicts goal attainment. See generally Feldman et al., supra note 107, at 479-97. However, this study was promising, as it looked at college students and found a relationship between hope's agency component and later self-assessed goal attainment. It also found that students adjust their hope level depending on their success in pursuing their goals. Admittedly, though, college students and graduate students differ in many ways. Hence, whether hope theory's application varies based on the level of education remains unexplored.

126. Cf. Zimmerman, supra note 40, at 904 (noting that the kind of feedback students receive matters and that it might be particularly important to give students positive feedback during the beginning of the first year when they are the most anxious about their work).
tunity for professional growth. For young associates, criticism—especially if it is given constructively—is one of the remaining relics of firm mentorship. As a result, learning to seek and find within criticism that which is constructive (or which can be used constructively to improve work product) is key to success in the increasingly cut-throat world of law practice.

For young associates, criticism—especially if it is given constructively—is one of the remaining relics of firm mentorship. As a result, learning to seek and find within criticism that which is constructive (or which can be used constructively to improve work product) is key to success in the increasingly cut-throat world of law practice.

New law students' sensitivity to criticism is heightened by their lack of familiarity with legal reasoning, their anxiety about mastery of new skills, and the absence of any significant evaluation of their performance in their substantive classes. Of equal and perhaps greater significance, however, law students' sensitivity to, and vulnerability in the face of criticism is often the result of their own past success. Law students come to law school having succeeded, often spectacularly, in their undergraduate classes or even in another profession. For the student, what was a secure ability and a source of identity is now far less certain. The tools that led to success in the past may no longer be adequate for the task at hand.

Further, the demand for high grades often demoralizes students. In an environment in which everyone possesses roughly the same skills and attributes, the line between winners and losers is unclear at best, particularly during the first semester. The lesson law school, and then practice teaches, generally fairly brutally, is that line between winning and losing is quite fine. With forced curves, the difference between a B+ and A- on an exam is often slight.

Hence, the challenge is to teach that law is not about the final grade but about mastery of craft. Reorienting students' focus

128. See McKinney, supra note 33, at 241 (discussing law student's prior success in previous academic environments and noting that many have received considerable reinforcement for thinking clearly; as a result, it is not surprising that students enter law school with high levels of confidence).
129. Cf. id. at 241-42. McKinney notes that as the academic year progresses, students tend to run out of steam, stop reading and briefing, and begin to experience stress symptoms, and that students quickly realize that the legal reasoning is "unlike anything they've done before. . . . Case reading and briefed are not like other homework assignments they've tackled in the past." As a result, students must "build new self-efficacy beliefs from scratch." Id.
130. See, e.g., id. at 230-31 (detailing the damaging effects of grading and ranking on student self-efficacy).
131. See Eighteen or Thirty, supra note 39, at 630.
132. In Martin and Rand's terminology, our challenge is to teach students to focus on learning goals—in other words, "a desire to learn new skills and to master new tasks"—rather than performance goals, focused on specific, often numerical outcomes. Martin & Rand, supra note 7, at 218-19.
and then keeping that focus on what is essentially an intrinsic goal is no easy task. Rather than identify any single best practice to achieve this goal, we “cheat” and offer three subparts to this best practice: (1) defer grading; (2) share experiences from practice; and (3) provide numerous opportunities for giving and receiving feedback.

1. **Deferring Grading Helps Students Learn to Accept Criticism**

Dispensing with virtually all grading during the first semester of the LRW course is fundamental to helping students learn to manage feedback and to focus on learning rather than performance goals.\(^{133}\) While such an approach initially seems counterintuitive and poor preparation for law school exams and practice, the absence of grading has profoundly beneficial effects not only in building trust but in teaching craft.\(^{133}\) Specifically, if initial work product is not graded, the sole focus of a writing conference is on how the LRW professor and the student can work together to improve the work product. This can be achieved by working cooperatively to help the student articulate the goals of an assignment, explain what he or she was attempting to do in an unclear sentence or analogy, and to help the student articulate and work toward specific goals on the next assignment.\(^{135}\) As students come to see their legal writing professor as less the judge and more the ally, their perception that feedback is evaluation begins to change. They learn to define, then refine the goal of an assignment. In so doing, they learn that legal analysis and writing is a developmental process mastered in stages, not an innate skill. This realistic goal setting, in turn, potentially increases hope.

\(^{133}\) **Id.; see also** Zimmerman, supra note 40, at 899 (advocating not grading the first semester of law school and that, instead, students be given feedback on assignments).

\(^{134}\) The authors are indebted to Prof. Jan Levine for his comments at his presentation to the LRW faculty at the University at Buffalo Law School on July 7, 2009. Prof. Levine discussed in detail his practice of not grading student work in the first semester of LRW until the final assignment. He also stressed the importance of building trust in the teacher-student relationship. The LRW faculty at Buffalo adopted Prof. Levine’s practice of not grading work product until the final assignment. The faculty, particularly those who have taught the course for many years, have noted a significant reduction in anxiety and far greater receptivity to feedback by the students. The faculty did not notice any diminished effort or quality as a result of not grading.

\(^{135}\) **See** Pamela Lysaght, *Writing Across the Law School Curriculum in Practice: Considerations for Casebook Faculty*, 12 J. LEGAL WRITING INST. 191 (2006) (explaining how individual teacher conferences allow students to discuss their writing as works in progress, thus teaching students how to make conscious choices about their writing).
2. **Sharing Experiences from Practice Helps Students Accept Constructive Criticism**

An additional part of building student trust is the instructor's ability to demonstrate that she is, in fact, a reliable source of information and advice.\(^{136}\) In this respect, legal research and writing instructors have a real advantage over doctrinal faculty. Many of us have practiced for a number of years. We are intimately familiar with the work we ask students to do. This aids in explaining to students the importance of learning how to analyze and write about a legal problem. In this way, we can, as Martin and Rand suggest, engender greater hope in our students by sharing with them our own experiences in practice.\(^{137}\)

In this context, it is particularly important for a legal writing instructor to discuss their own practice experiences with students. If we are exacting, we are exacting for good reasons; if we insist that our students meet deadlines or comply with formatting rules, we do so because this is what courts or partners will require them to do. If they are anxious about speaking in public, we share with them lessons from our own first oral argument. In short, by acting as mentors who provide feedback, rationales, and explanations for the many bewildering aspects of law school and practice, we foster the kind of trust that makes students more open to constructive criticism.

By developing this sense of trust in the legal writing classroom, we can then begin to reframe the issue of criticism and feedback in practice. We do this by directing attention away from the young attorney's insecurities and teaching that law is a service industry: clients and supervising attorneys are the customers. Supervising attorneys, clients, and of course, judges are entitled to their subjective opinions. However, these opinions are not necessarily referendum on young attorneys. Once this lesson is learned, students create pathways that accept such feedback as a crucial part of both law school and practice. In this way, as well, we can reori-
ent students away from performance goals toward learning goals.\textsuperscript{138}

3. \textit{Extensive Feedback Helps Students Learn to Accept Criticism}

In addition, by providing extensive feedback and opportunities for peer editing,\textsuperscript{139} we introduce the notion early that comments are subjective and not always uniform. In so doing, we reinforce pathways thinking by teaching that there is often more than one way to approach a problem; frequently, accepting and processing feedback will lead to a better work product.\textsuperscript{140} As a result, we teach students to be flexible (and thus, open) to evaluating, and then re-evaluating the strategic choices they make in preparing their work product. By learning how to accept evaluation early and in a non-threatening, but reality-focused manner, we believe that subjective and possibly less justified forms of criticism students may receive in the work place will not seem as intimidating.\textsuperscript{141}

Feedback also teaches students how to set realistic goals, which is fundamental to hope theory. The goal is not simply to complete the assignment; instead, the goal becomes to complete the assignment, and then wait for and invite comments with the aim of improving future assignments. Learning to accept and incorporate feedback is essential to success in practice and law school. The LRW class can thus normalize anxiety over receiving feedback.

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{See id., at 218-21.}

\textsuperscript{139} Peer editing is particularly key to teaching students how to receive and provide constructive criticism. As one scholar explains: Students can gain additional experience in reading and revising by reading each others' writing. Peer review exercises, in which students read and comment on portions of documents written by other students in the class, offer opportunities for students to see how other writers approach a particular writing assignment, to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their approaches, and to learn from the critiques of their classmates. In addition, well-constructed peer-review exercises can help students learn to give and receive constructive criticism when collaborating with colleagues, as they will be asked to do in practice.


\textsuperscript{140} \textit{See Martin & Rand, supra note 7, at 225 ("Students need to learn that if one pathway does not work, they have alternative strategies to try.").}

\textsuperscript{141} \textit{See McKinney, supra note 33, at 248. McKinney posits that effective feedback should be clear, give students realistic information about where they stand, and offer multiple chances to redraft. She states that "[w]ith each opportunity, we should strive to give express feedback, helping [students] know when they have succeeded and know what they need to do to succeed when they have failed." \textit{Id. See also Lysaght, supra note 135, at 191 (discussing the importance of feedback for writing in upper-division doctrinal courses).}
by recasting it as the potential to produce more effective work product. As a result, feedback in the LRW class can promote the dual goals of decreasing student anxiety and preparing future attorneys for the realities of practice.

B. Best Practices #2: Comfort with Ambiguity and Malleability

The second best practice focuses on how to teach law students to accept the inherent ambiguity and malleability of the law. Law students and novice attorneys want certainty and clarity. Often, they are uncomfortable accepting that the law is malleable (within limits), uncertain of the limits of plausibility, and reluctant to attempt arguments based on their own reading of cases. By choosing fact patterns for class assignments that involve legal ambiguity, lack clear-cut answers, and require analogical reasoning, students can be conditioned early on to accept that legal analysis is fundamentally an interpretive act. In addition, using in-class and written assignments to underscore these lessons, students are required to argue both sides of issues, thereby preparing them to work competently with precedent.

Working with murky legal questions helps students create pathways that are directly transferable to practice. Instead of hanging on to a naïve belief that all legal problems have definitive answers, students learn from the start that law is more than a series of simple applications of black letter rules to facts. Instead, students begin to see legal analysis as an art of synthesis that includes drawing connections that are not always readily apparent. Hence, students learn the goal of legal analysis is not mere recitation of the law, but thorough and thoughtful analysis of a problem, including its legal, social, and policy ramifications. This lesson will carry through to practice and provide young associates with

---

142. Krieger, supra note 36, at 287 states:

There are good reasons for the discomfort that many law students experience in learning the craft of legal analysis. Students afforded a clear explanation . . . at the outset . . . will not become confused by it. In addition, the information provides a beginning awareness that will enable them to monitor their experience and respond appropriately both in law school and later in law practice when the same challenges present themselves.

Id. See also Jan M. Levine, Designing Assignments for Teaching Legal Analysis, Research, and Writing, 30 Persp. 58, 60 (1995) ("Determine a progression of [LRW] assignments during the year; perhaps begin with an easy answer, work through a more complex answer and end with an assignment having no real answer (or at least much ambiguity)"); McKinney, supra note 33, at 247 (highlighting importance of structuring assignments so that students can learn legal analysis and reasoning in increasingly difficult steps, "building confidence with each success").
the skills needed to handle burgeoning areas of law or cases of first impression.

Once students successfully complete their analysis of an ambiguous legal issue, their ability to handle future less-than-clear-cut matters increases. In terms of hope theory, agentic thinking increases: students learn to develop a comfort with the absence of clarity and certainty. When they become practitioners, they will have a greater sense of trust in their own ability to interpret and generate arguments about a legal issue.

To achieve these end goals of agentic thinking and creation of pathways, trust is again a key factor. Frustration is inherent in dealing with difficult legal questions. For students to acknowledge their frustration and to work collaboratively with their classmates and their LRW professor, a high level of trust in both the classroom and in the relationship between professor and student is essential. Allowing students to work through the difficulty of a challenging legal issue in the relative safety of LRW will minimize some angst after graduation.

C. Best Practices #3: Where to Start A Project

The third best practice deals with teaching law students where to start on a new assignment. Frequently, the most daunting part of an assignment for a law student or novice attorney is determining where and how to start. To alleviate this anxiety, we help students create checklists that provide, if not exactly a roadmap, at least an outline for organizing work on a project or assignment.\textsuperscript{143} We address the potential pitfalls associated with over-reliance on checklists—particularly how checklists may oversimplify legal analysis. We also stress, however, that checklists are a talisman for new attorneys against the crippling fear of not knowing how to handle a new assignment. By having students play an active role in creating these checklists, we teach them two critical skills: first, students learn how to brainstorm and develop

\textsuperscript{143} For a discussion of the value of writing checklists, see Parker, \textit{supra} note 139, at 586 (“A variety of techniques may help students learn to make conscious choices when revising their writing. For example, teachers can provide a checklist of questions for students to answer as they read their own writing. Checklists help students develop an internal editorial voice by providing models for the questions students should ask themselves when they evaluate their writing.”). \textit{But see} Terry Jean Seligmann, \textit{Why is Legal Memorandum Like an Onion?—A Student’s Guide to Reviewing and Editing}, 56 MERCER L. REV. 729, 730-31 (2005) (discussing the dangers of writing checklists, such as leading legal writers “to neglect the big picture in favor of spending an inordinate amount of time on a relatively unimportant decision, such as how to abbreviate the party’s name in a citation”).
their own problem-solving techniques; and second, students come to understand the value of mapping a project from beginning to end to create a more complete final product.

Using checklists in this way also serves two hope-related functions. First, it helps students create pathways. Inherent in creating a thorough checklist is the process of breaking down a project to its most basic parts. This breaking down process is called "stepping" under hope theory and can effectively help students develop pathways, while also building confidence. Breaking assignments down to manageable chunks can also help procrastinators and perfectionists timely start assignments and enable them to meet deadlines. The ability to create checklists (as well as other outline-based organizational structures) gives students tools that are directly transferable both to academic and practice-based projects.

Second, success in organizing a problem through checklists reinforces agentic thinking. Students start identifying the creation of checklists as a skill they can fall back on for future assignments. Because students have tackled a project using a checklist once, there is less reason to think that they cannot successfully tackle legal projects in the future. Once students are taught the skills to approach a variety of assignments, the gap between practice and legal education narrows, and young associates are freed from at least one source of anxiety commonly associated with practice.

D. Best Practices #4: Where and When Do You Stop

The fourth best practice is identifying how to determine when research on a project is complete. The tendency among law students, in particular, is to continue doggedly pursuing an on-point case that simply does not exist. Little about law school discourages that tendency. In particular, unlimited access to the proprietary legal databases often encourages endless searching and inefficient allocation of time. Accordingly, when new attorneys enter

145. Snyder et al., supra note 114, at 129. See also Martin & Rand, supra note 7, at 224 (discussing the importance of stepping as a strategy for enhancing pathways thinking).
146. See Anne Enquist, Defeating the Writer's Archenemy, 13 PERSP. 145, 147 (2005).
the legal field, they often adopt this same approach to their new assignments.

Unfortunately, few firms can afford the time or resource luxuries associated with these never-ending searches. Many young attorneys are frustrated to learn that “good enough” is often the best result that can be achieved for legal research: they will not be able to find every single case, and as in all things legal, there is rarely a bright line answer to the question of when to stop.\textsuperscript{147} To teach against this tendency, we require students to draft research plans that help ensure students learn to use the fundamental primary and secondary legal authorities.\textsuperscript{148} But, in teaching how to design a plan, we emphasize that research is a less-than-perfect art. We teach that when cases begin to sound as though they are repeating themselves, the researcher has generally covered the field in a sufficiently comprehensive manner. Also, as discussed in above, we intentionally create research and legal analysis problems devoid of clear cut answers. This way, young graduates already have experience deciding when to end their research and rewrites.

By teaching research in this way, students learn early on in legal research and writing how important realistic goals are. They learn that they should not aim to find everything but rather enough material to analyze the given issue. Hence, by focusing on appropriate, attainable goals instead of the ever-elusive case “on all fours,” more students will be more successful in their research. This minor shift in the end goal increases students’ confidence that they will find “enough” to work with, hence reinforcing agentic thinking.

\textbf{E. Best Practices #5: Timelines}

The fifth best practice that incorporates hope theory is teaching LRW students how to handle timelines. Law students and novice attorneys find short timelines particularly daunting and anxiety-provoking. Frequently, the attorney’s own perfectionist tenden-
cies and conscientiousness combine to create paralyzing levels of anxiety.\textsuperscript{149} By teaching how to "work backwards" from a deadline, students can learn the skills to break down last-minute assignments in practice into manageable deadlines. Here again, we stress that time constraints—not procrastination, laziness, or paralysis—often result in the need to do "good enough" work.

Timelines work hand-in-hand with student-drafted checklists. Once the checklist is in place, students need simply to allocate time to each task. Where the LRW professor can help is to use the time-allocating process as an opportunity to talk about what is a realistic time allocation. Inherent in this process is the notion of trust. If students do not trust their professor, they will not believe the timeline, thus undermining an important lesson.

Also, to help prepare students for the rigors of practice, it is helpful to let students know how much time a junior associate would have to complete an analogous task. This way, students know not only what is expected for their legal writing course, but also what an associate needs to do. This is not intended to scare or intimidate students, but rather to assist students in anticipating the time constraints of practice. Hence, upon graduation, this aspect of practice will already be something students understand and, hopefully, can handle.

In terms of hope theory, learning how to complete a project from a time manageability standpoint, develops pathways thinking by empowering students on how to handle future projects. Additionally, understanding how long each step of a process takes helps ensure students set realistic deadlines and, in turn, realistic goals. Once a student adopts realistic goals his chance of success, and agentic thinking based on this success, increases.

\section*{V. Conclusion}

As law students leave law school and embark on their careers, there is plenty of reason for concern. Law graduates are already suffering from significant decreases in well-being, despite curricular reform efforts. Yet, little about the current law firm environment ameliorates this problem. In fact, evidence suggests the transition to law firms may simply increases the rate of the

\textsuperscript{149} For some, the negative effects of procrastination begin well before practice, harming their academic success even during undergraduate studies. See Enquist, supra note 146, at 145 ("Several experts have suggested that between 65 percent and 90 percent of undergraduates procrastinate to the extent that it affects their academic performance.").
downward trajectory, particularly for students who are not ade-
quately equipped with the skills and psychological hardiness to
handle the rigors of practice. We recognize that LRW is capable,
at best, of having only a small impact on ameliorating the very
serious problems outlined above, and our proposals are corre-
spondingly modest. Hope theory allows one opening for such a
discussion by focusing on how to solve some of these problems.
However, applying hope theory is far from a panacea for the woes
of law students and junior associates. But by beginning a discus-
sion of how legal education, and LRW in particular, can better aid
its students, perhaps the gap between law education and practice
can narrow, leading to more hopeful, more emotional sustained
new attorneys.